Newark Community Art Club with Elaine Winter
Autumn Term 2020 Session 2:

Mark making and tone

Materials needed:
Pencil, rubber, sharpener, ruler
White paper to draw on (any size you like to work on and whatever you have at
hand)
Something circular to draw around
Introduction: How do we bring form to our drawings so that they don’t just look
like 2-dimensional shapes made up of lines but instead have a real 3-D quality to
them? Tone can change an outline of a shape and make it come alive as a form.
This exercise takes you through some mark making/shading exercises to give you
an initial toolkit for adding tone to your drawings.
Activity 1: Take your paper and divide it into six portions. The easiest way to do this
is to have it landscape format and do a big horizontal line half way down then
measure that line in approximate thirds and divide up with vertical lines. Then find
something circular to draw around that will give you a circle that will fit within one of
the 6 portions on your paper. Depending on the size of your paper this may be
something like a reel of sellotape or the base of a glass. Draw around your circular
object six times, one in each of the divided portions on your paper
Activity 2: put a little symbol for a light source in the top corner of each of the
divided boxes (see picture below). This is just to help you be reminded that there is
a directional light source on your circles, which you are about to shade to make
them appear as spheres. Once you have a sheet with 6 circles and each circle has a
directional light source in one of the top corners of the divided portions containing
the circles you are ready to begin the mark making and tone exercises.

Activity 3: Now start with the first circle and works through five of the circles using
these 5 mark-making techniques:
1. Hatching – hatching is using parallel lines to shade. Where you need the
tone to be darker you need to have more lines closer together. Where you
need the tone to be lighter the lines need to be further apart. Where you
want the lightest of tones you need to leave the paper white. This is a
challenge with a curved form so have a go but note the limitations!
2. Crosshatching – this starts with hatching as described above but then you do
cross lines in the opposite direction too to make the tone darker in the areas
where you need the darkest tones. As with hatching the closer together the
lines the darker the tones will be.
3. Cross contour lines – this is a bit different. You need to look at the circle and
them imagine the spherical ball shape and the lines you use to shade it are
going to curve around that shape. A good way to imagine this is to think of a
peeled orange and how the lines of the segments follow the curve of the
shape of the orange. The trick is to add tone by having your cross contour
lines closer together where you need darker tone and have them further
apart where you need more of a mid tone and then absent where you need
the lightest tone
4. Squiggly lines – this one can be fun. Practice doing squiggly lines and make
different tones by increasing the density of the squiggly lines. Note how it
feels to use squiggly lines as opposed to the straight lines of hatching and
cross-hatching.
5. Blending and using a rubber - Use your pencil on it’s side to get a ‘sidestroke’
mark from your pencil and try building up the tone and blending it with your
fingers and then using a rubber to bring back the lightest tones where you
need them.
6. For the final circle, you can combine whichever techniques you felt worked
best for you in the previous five circles. This gives you a chance to reflect on
what works best for an organic curved shape like a sphere and what might
not work so well.

